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Vedic Mathematics, Science & Technology 

 

SOURCE SCRIPTURE 

 

Tabulation of Affine state values and virtues of 

transcendental (5-space) domains as these manifests as 

transcendental features and are preserved in Shiv Puran  

 

======================================== 

1. Transcendental virtuous, values and features 

constitute a big range parallel to 10
9
 shalokas formats 

of wholesome Puran unfolded by Lord Shiv Himself. 

2. The chase for these values, virtues and features, 

initially are to be had along the format of re-

organization of above format of 10
9
 values, by 

Maharishi Vyas as of 4 x 10
4
 shalokas range. 

3. This chase as such will extend over the range of 18 

Purans  

(i) Brahma Puran czg~e~ iqjk.k (ii) Padama Puran ine~ 

iqjk.k (iii) Vishnu Puran fo".kq iqjk.k (iv) Shiva Puran 

f’ko iqjk.k (V) Bhagavata Puran Hkkxor iqjk.k (vi) 

Bhavishya Puran Hkfo"; iqjk.k (vii) Narada Puran ukjn 

iqjk.k (viii) Markandeya Puran ekjds.M; iqjk.k (ix) 

Agni Puran vfXu iqjk.k (X) Brahma Vaivarta Purāṇam 

czg~e~ osojr iqjk.k (xi) Linga Puran fyxa iqjk.k (xii) 

Varāha Purāṇam ojkg iqjk.k (xiii) Skanda Purāṇam 

LdUn iqjk.k (xiv) Vāmana Purāṇam okeu iqjk.k (xv) 

Kūrma Purāṇam deZ iqjk.k (xvi) Matsya Purāṇam 

erL; iqjk.k (xvii) Garuda Purāṇam x:.k iqjk.k (xviii) 

Brahmāṇḍa Purāṇam czg~e~uUn iqjk.k 

 

 

http://www.vedicganita.org/
http://is1.mum.edu/vedicreserve/copyright_texts.htm
http://is1.mum.edu/vedicreserve/skanda.htm
http://is1.mum.edu/vedicreserve/puranas/vamana_purana.pdf
http://is1.mum.edu/vedicreserve/puranas/kurma_purana.pdf
http://is1.mum.edu/vedicreserve/puranas/matsya_purana.pdf
http://is1.mum.edu/vedicreserve/copyright_texts.htm
http://is1.mum.edu/vedicreserve/puranas/brahmanda_purana.pdf
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2. Of this 18 Purans range, the initiation is to be with the fourth placement 

Puran, namely Shiv Puran which is of 24000 shalokas range organized as seven 

samhitas text, namely  

 

1- fons’oj lafgrk Vidyesvara Samhita (of 2000 shalokas range) 

2- :nz lafgrk Rudra Samhita (of 10500 shalokas range) 

3- lr:nz lafgrk Satrudra Samhita (of 2180 shalokas range) 

4- dksfV :nz lafgrk Kotirudra Samhita (of 2240 shalokas range) 

5- mek lafgrk Uma Samhita (of 1840 shalokas range) 

6- dSyk’k lafgrk Kailash Samhita (of 1240 shalokas range) 

7- ok;Oo lafgrk Vayaviya Samhita (of 4000 shalokas range)  

 

3. This fourth placement Puran namely Shiv Puran text, prominently brings to focus, the 

first feature of transcendental (5-space) domains being that it is parallel to the idol 

(ling and murti) of Lord Shiv, the five head lord. And, with it the first entry of 

tabulation / enlistment attempt of affine state transcendental (5-space) domain as of 

manifested features comes to be number / artifice 5 and 5 space. 

4. This being so, we may have a pause here and let us revisit our present day format of 

comprehension instructions being imparted to young minds during schooling period 

of our education system. 

5. Vedic Systems expectations are that young minds shall be sequentially exposed to 

Existence Phenomenon in its all aspect which deserves to be faced as of four folds 

parallel to Triloki and Trimurti formats, which shall be of the virtuous values and 

features of 3-space, 4-space, 5-space and 6-space respectively and same may be taken 

up as the virtuous sources for Vedic mathematics, Science & Technology text books 

for high and higher secondary school level i.e. for 9
th

, 10
th

, 11
th

 and 12
th

 classes. 

6. As such the present tabulation exercise of transcendental (5-space) virtues, values and 

features shall be helping us settle the VMS & T text book of 5-space for class 11. 

7. Ganita Sutras 1 to 5 shall be helping us sequentially reach the values format of 

number / artifice, 5-space / hyper cube 5, Ganita Sutra 1 with its rule ‘one more than 

before’ shall be sequentially taking us as 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 / 1-space, 2-space, 3-space, 

4-space, 5-space / hyper cube 1, hyper cube 2, hyper cube 3, hyper cube 4 and hyper 

cube 5. Ganita Sutra 2 shall be with its rule all from 9 and last from 10 shall be 

leading us to the 9 geometries range of 4-space and as a last step, the transition is to 

be as creative (4-space) as boundary of transcendental (5-space) of ten components. 

Ganita Sutra 3 with its rule ‘vertically and crosswise, shall be leading us to the 

parabolic format for manifestation of solid dimensional frame of five solid 

dimensions sequentially as solid dimensions synthesis values to be (3, 5, 6, 5, 3). 

Ganita Sutra 4 with its value ‘Transpose and apply’ will provide a reach for the 

synthesis values parabolic format range of solid dimensional frame for transcendental 

(5-space) domains (3, 5, 6, 5, 3) permitting to be worked out in terms of its first part 

as (3, 5, 6) or with its second part (6, 5, 3). However here it would be relevant to note 
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that the middle placement value (6) is having its role in both halves. Further it also 

would be relevant to note that the synthesis value of pair of solid dimensions (3, 3) = 

5 while the summation value (3 + 3) = 6, as such will help us appreciate the value of 

Shiv Puran as that even a blade of grass cannot be split (in two parts, impliedly as that 

the synthetic joint value is the third part). Ganita Sutra 5 with rule of sunyam (zero 

value) is depicted by parallel equal collectivity values because of their equality and as 

such being no equality in values making difference of value being zero. It is this reach 

for the middle synthetic joint of pair of halves of integrally structured set up, is being 

attained along the format of Ganita Sutra 5 for the transcendental (5-space) domains. 

8. The middle placement of five amongst the triple (4, 5, 6) and 4= 2 + 2 = 2 x 2 = (-2) x 

(-2) and 6 = 1 + 2 + 3 = 1 x 2 x 3 = 2 x 3 = (-2) x (-3) = (-1) x (-1) x (-2) x (-2) x (-3) 

x (-3), are the features which shall be fixing the values format of ‘5’. 

9. This fixation along the formats triple of ‘hyper cube 4, hyper cube 5, hyper cube 6’ 

deserve to be chased. 

10. Hyper cube 4 as a four fold manifestation layer (2, 3, 4, 5) approaches 5-space in the 

role of origin fold. 

11. On the other hand hyper cube 6 as a four fold manifestation layer (4, 5, 6, 7) 

approaches 5-space in the role of boundary of 6-space. This pair of approaches for 5-

space will help us have a reach at different values and features of 5-space. The un-

solvability of 5
th

 degree equation and the structural set up of pentagon within 

pentagon leading to ad-infinitum process together with the features of artifices triple 

(4, 5, 6) and 5-space playing different roles as dimensional fold, boundary fold, 

domain fold and origin fold and also as base of origin fold would provide us insight 

for settlement of the text book of 5-space for class XI student of Vedic 

mathematics, Science & Technology. 

12. One way to initiate studies of 5-space is with location of 5-space as origin of 4-space / 

origin fold of hyper cube 4 as four fold manifestation layer (2, 3, 4, 5).  

    
13. Hyper cube 4 format is parallel to the idol of Lord 

Brahma (4 head lord with a pair of eyes in each head, 

sitting gracefully upon the lotus seat of eight petals and 

meditating within cavity of his own heart upon the 

transcendental (5-space) lord).  

 

 

14. Lord Brahma meditates and with grace of transcendental 

(5-space) lord, Lord Brahma multiplies as ten Brahmas:  
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24-11-2014                 Dr. S. K. Kapoor, (Ved Ratan)  
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News and Views  

Invitation for participation in  

Vedic Mathematics textbooks project 

 

  

INVITATION 
 

1. We are undertaking the project of settling Vedic Mathematics text 

books for schools. 

2. This project is for settlement of text books of Vedic Mathematics for 

classes eight to twelfth. 

3. Text book for each class would be of three parts  

Part – 1 ‘Vedic Mathematics for class VIII 

             (likewise for class 9, class 10, class 11 and class 12) 

Part – 2 ‘Vedic Mathematics exercises for class VIII’ 

             (likewise for class 9, class 10, class 11 and class 12) 

Part – 3 ‘Teaching and evaluation manual of Vedic Mathematics for  

              class VIII’ 

    (likewise for class 9, class 10, class 11 and class 12) 

4. Each sutra and Upsutra would be taken up in separate section 

exclusively devoted to particular Sutra / Upsutra. 

5. This way in all, there would be 29 sections for coverage of all the 

sixteen Sutras and 13 Upsutras. 

6. Participants may contribute for all the 29 sections but each Sutra and 

Upsutra shall be taken up as independent aspect of values of 

mathematics as every Sutra values are to be covered in distinct 

section. 

7. The intellectual contribution of participants shall be duly recognized 

and same shall be properly respected. 

8. In the light of this theme, we shall be making separate requests for 

each sutra and upsutra. 

 

 

Request of participation about the values of Ganita Upsutra 3 

vk?kek?ksUkkUR;eUR;suA   

  First with first Last with last 
 

 

1. We feel privileged to request all to participate in our project of Vedic 

Mathematics text books for classes eight to twelfth. 
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2. We request you all to participate and contribute your intellectual 

inputs about the values of Ganita Upsutra 3. 

3. Also contribute about the values of Ganita Upsutra 3 as being 

complemented and supplemented by the values of other Sutras and 

Upsutras. 

4. We shall be highly thankful for this participation and contribution. 

5. We shall be duly recognizing this participation and contribution of 

intellectual inputs about the values of Ganita Upsutra 3. 

6. We shall be highly being our respects and thanks in recognition of the 

intellectual inputs of participants. 

7. It is a noble cause.  

8. Please participate.    

 
24-11-2014                               Sh. Rakesh Bhatia 

                  Sh. Bhim Sein Khanna 
                  Sh. Deepak Girdhar 

                                  - Organizers 

 

(CHAPTER FROM BOOK ‘VEDIC MATHEMATICS (ORGANIZATION FORMAT 

OF GANITA SUTRAS) OF DR. S. K. KAPOOR ) 

 

TRANSITION  FROM  

GANITA UPSUTRA-3 TO GANITA UPSUTRA-4 

 

 1. Ganita upsutra-4 dsoyS% lIrda xq.;kr~ / Kevalaih Saptakam Gunyat) 

literally means only uptill (dsoyS% / Kevalaih) seventh ( lIrda/Saptakam) 

power (multiplication). 

 2. This, in short would mean that the gaps bridging sequence, as such is to 

be only up till seventh power.  

 3. Here one may have a pause and permit the transcending mind to 

comprehend the ancient wisdom for the sequential enlightenment steps to 

be in the order and values of the quadruple (1, 2, 3, 8). 

4.  The quadruple (1, 2, 3, 8) which sequentially in its fourth step transcends 

the linear sequencing (1, 2, 3) takes to the spatial sequencing as that this 

quadruple accepts re organisation as (1 x 1), (1 x 2), (1 x 3) and (2 x 4). 

 5. At a fourth step there is a transcendence from the linear three dimensional 

set up of Tri-Loki (3-space) to Creator’s Space (4-space).  

 6. It is relevant to note that it is this phase and stage of transition from linear 

3-space to spatial 4-space, which is the point of focus of Ganita Upsutra-4. 

 7. It may be relevant to note that most of the problems of modern 

mathematics are there because of it accepting linear order as the binding 

thread for the format of its axioms. 

 8. It is because of this inherent limitations of the linear order that the modern 

mathematics is confronted with the puzzle of their being an increase up till 
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(hyper) circles 1 to 7 while (hyper) circle 8 onwards there being the 

decrease. 

 9. One shall sit comfortably and permit the transcending mind to chase the 

transition from Ganita Upsutra-3 to Ganita Upsutra-4, whereby the linear 

bridging of Gaps between the pair of end points is to be sequenced firstly 

up till 7 gaps and then from 8th Gap onwards, the linear sequencing format 

along the interval format is to transit into sequencing format along the 

circumference of a circle permitting chase as a reflection pair of half circles.  

 

  

10. A Step ahead, further pairing is to be as    

 

 

11. Still further step to be as  

 

12. And like that would follow the sequential chase along the circumfrence 

format. 

13. The applied value of this chase format along circumfrence would be equally 

available even for pairing of segments of circumfrences of the concentric 

circles, step wise would be as follows:-  
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14.  Vedic systems avail 5 concentric circles/ Panchvariti format. 

15. One may have a pause here and take the hint of the initial linear sequential 

steps as being of 7 steps long range, and ahead the spatial sequential steps 

range being of 5 steps long range.  

16. One shall sit comfortably and permit the transcending mind to chase 

transition steps taking from Ganita Upsutra-3 to Ganita Upsutra-4 availing 

linear 7 sequential steps range and ahead from Ganita Upsutra-4 to Ganita 

Upsutra-5 by availing spatial 5 sequential steps range of concentric circles 

formats.   

* 

 

VEDIC MATHEMATICS QUIZ MEET 

 

 
 

* 
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* 

============================================================== 

Vedic mathematics, Science & Technology 

 

Text Book for class 11 

(5-space) 
 

Chapter – 1:  Number 5  

 

All are requested to join this project and pool in their knowledge and 

experience. 

 

Organizers 

 

* 

 


